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Abstract—The question of classical Factoid Question Answer-
ing (FQA) task is always in the form of a single sentence.
There also exists another kind of FQA task, whose question is a
descriptive paragraph, such as quiz bowl question answering.
Recently, some works try to automatically answer paragraph
questions by applying machine learning methods. However, these
methods neglect the correlation information between sentences in
a paragraph and do not take full advantage of answer embedding
information. In this paper, we propose a novel Hierarchical
Convolutional Neural Network, called HCNN-E, to settle the task
by considering ordinal information of sentences in paragraph and
the information of answer embeddings. The experimental results
on two public datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed
method, and the proposed method can achieve approximately
10%− 20% improvements, when comparing with the baselines.

Keywords—Text Mining, Convolutional Neural Network, Ques-
tion Answering, Information Retrieval.

I. INTRODUCTION

Factoid Question Answering (FQA) is the task of extracting
answers, which are always semantic entities, when given a
natural language questions. The most common question of
FQA is in the form of a single sentence. For example: “which
city is the capital of America?”. This kind of FQA is always
accompanied by a knowledge base [1], [2] or a list of relevant
documents [3], which can provide clues for extracting the
answer entity in the knowledge base or documents. There
exists another form of FQA, whose question is a descriptive
paragraph such as: quiz bowl question answering [4], [5].
Different from classical FQA, quiz bowl question is consist
of some sentences that describe the answer and the answer
is extracted from a given answer entity set. Existing works
on FQA are mainly focus on the questions that are typically a
single sentence and few works try to answer the question which
is a paragraph. Therefore, the task in this paper is to settle
the problem of paragraph question answering: automatically
matching descriptive paragraph to its answer entity from a
given entity set.

Table I is an example of quiz bowl question that describes
the city of “Washington D.C.”. It shows that the descriptive
content may not contain the entity it discusses. Instead, it
contains many related words to describe the target entity from
different perspectives. Thus, in order to solve this problem,
we start with two aspects: one is to capture the topic the
given paragraph discusses and then to enhance the semantic
relationship between entity (answer) and the paragraph.

Classical methods for capturing the topic of a paragraph are
mainly based on topic models such as LDA [6] and PLSA [7].

TABLE I. AN EXAMPLE OF QUIZ BOWL QUESTION ABOUT THE

“WASHINGTON D.C.”.

Description: It is a city named in honor of a great man. The
signing of the Residence Act on July 16, 1790 approved the
creation of a capital district located along Potomac River
on the country’s East Coast. The U.S. Constitution provided
for a federal district under the exclusive jurisdiction of the
Congress and the District is therefore not a part of any U.S.
state. The states of Maryland and Virginia each donated land
to form the federal district...

Answer: “Washington D.C.”

Topic models implicitly capture the word co-occurrence pat-
terns in document-level, thus suffer from the severe data
sparsity in short texts and lost the information of word order.
Fortunately, in recent years, many neural network methods can
cover the above shortage based on word embedding [8], [9].
However, when processing the paragraph, they always average
(sum) the sentences’ representations in a paragraph [8], [4]
or treat the paragraph as a long sentence [9], [10], which
do not conform to the objective facts. In fact, a paragraph
is composed of sentences in logical order, and the ordinal
information of sentences in a paragraph is very important for
paragraph semantic representation. For example, if we change
the order of descriptive sentences in Table I, the descriptive
content of “Washington D.C.” seems to discuss the “Residence
Act” other than the city, showed as follows:

“The signing of the Residence Act ... It is a city named
in honor of...”.

Capturing the topic of descriptive paragraph is not enough
to find the right answer. Thus we need to further enhance se-
mantic correlation between entity (answer) and the paragraph.
Word embeddings have been shown to preserve the semantic
relationship between words [11], [12]. And as Table I shows
that the paragraph may not contain the entity “Washington
D.C.” directly, it contains many related phrases such as “Resi-
dence Act”,“U.S.” and “city” etc. Hence, entity embeddings are
also useful information to enhance the semantic representation
of descriptive paragraph when matching the entity answer to
its descriptive text.

Convolutional neural networks (CNN) [13], [10], [14] have
been great successful in sentence embedding composition. It
is able to preserve ordinal information between words and
extract the keywords information in a sentence. Building from
above insights, we propose a novel Hierarchical Convolutional
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Neural Network, called HCNN-E, which provides a unified
way to consider the ordinal information and entity embedding
to tackle the problem of answering quiz bowl question auto-
matically. Firstly, HCNN-E combines word embeddings into
sentence embeddings based on CNN; Secondly, we further
combine the sentence embeddings into paragraph embedding
by considering the ordinal information of sentences, which is
better for understanding the topic of paragraph. At last, we
adopt a pair-wise manner to enhance the semantic relation-
ship between entity (answer) embeddings and the paragraph
embeddings.

Summary of main contributions: 1). We proposed a nov-
el Hierarchical Convolutional Neural Network (HCNN-E) to
extract the entity answer, when given a descriptive paragraph
question and an entities set. 2). Compared with classical CNNs,
HCNN-E is able to effectively represent the semantic meaning
of paragraph-level by considering the ordinal information of
sentences and incorporating the information of entity embed-
dings. 3). The experimental results on two public datasets
demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed methods.

II. RELATED WORK

In this paper, the problem is related to the works of quiz
bowl question-answering and entity search. And the method
we propose is related to the neural-network-based models on
sentence/paragraph semantic composition.

Quiz bowl question answering Quiz bowl question answering
is a popular quiz game played by students throughout the
United States, Canada, and the United Kingdom. The input
of quiz bowl question is a textual paragraph and the goal is
to identify the answer this paragraph discuss. In recent years,
some works try to answer quiz bowl questions by applying
machine learning methods. For example: Boyd [5] propose a
Naive-bayes model to identify the answers based on manually
defined string matching rules and bag of words representations.
Iyyer [4] applies Dependency Tree Recursive Neural Networks
(DT-RNN) to compose the semantic representation of sentence
based on word embeddings, then maps sentence representation
to its according answer.

Entity search Entity search is the most common search type
on the web, and it has been the main task of TREC Entity
track from 2009 to 2011 [15]. The task of entity search is
to retrieve relevant entities from a semantic data set about
entities, when given a structured query [16] or a keyword
query [17]. Different from entity search, the given text, in this
paper, is a descriptive paragraph not structured or keyword
marked query. Hence, we still need to understand the topic of
the given paragraph and find out the clues of keywords.

Sentence/paragraph semantic composition The semantic
composition of sentence and paragraph is the core task, when
linking paragraph text to an entity. Classical methods for
representing the sematic of sentence or short text are based
on bag-of-words or topic models [6], [7], which suffer from
the severe data sparsity and lost the information of word
order. Recently, deep learning methods have been successfully
applied to many NLP tasks and many works try to learn
sentence/paragraph semantic representations based on word
embeddings. The most common neural-network-based models

are Recurrent/Recursive Neural Networks (RNN) and Convo-
lutional Neural Network (CNN).

Recurrent Neural Networks deal successfully with time-
series data and they were also applied on NLP [18], [19] by
modeling a sentence as tokens processed sequentially. These
models generally consider no linguistic structure aside from
word order. Recursive neural models, by contrast, are struc-
tured by syntactic tree structure. When compositing sentence’s
representation based on word enbedddings, Recursive neural
models should firstly determine the tree structure. The works
of [4], [20], [21] introduce Dependency Tree RNN models
for sentences’ semantic composition. The tree structure is
determined by semantic parser. The works of [22], [23] apply
a kind of auto-encode structure which could be good for phase
composition.

When compositing sentence’s representation, the RNN
models may come across the problem of bias [24]. To tackle
the bias problem, the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
can fairly determine discriminative phrases in a text and may
better capture the semantic of texts compared to recursive or
recurrent neural networks. Hence, the method we proposed
in this work is based on the CNN model, which have been
applied successfully in image [25], speech [26]. In recent
years, CNN has also shown the effectiveness for sentence rep-
resentation [13], [10], [14]. However, the works on modeling of
paragraph based on CNN are rare. When processing paragraph
text, existing works always loss the ordinal information of
sentences in paragraph. Therefore, we propose HCNN-E to
model paragraph embeddings by considering ordinal infor-
mation of sentences and we also utilize the information of
entity embeddings to enhance the sematic representation of
paragraph.

III. THE MODEL OF HCNN-E

The task of matching paragraph question to answer entity,
in this paper, can be described as: given a descriptive paragraph
D ∈ D and a set of answer entities E, then to compute:

eD = argmax
e∈E

P (e|D,Θ). (1)

Where Θ is the parameters of model to be learned, D is the
dataset of paragraphs, and eD is the entity corresponds to the
descriptive paragraph D.

We propose HCNN-E to achieve the goal based on two
observations. First, a paragraph is composed of sentences in
logical order, and the ordinal information of sentences in
paragraph is very important for paragraph semantic representa-
tion. Second, word embeddings have been shown to preserve
the semantic relationship between words [11], [12]. Hence,
entity embeddings are very useful when linking entity and its
descriptive text. In the following sections, we firstly present the
architecture of our model shown in Figure 1 and detail each
components of the model. After that, we introduce objective
function and parameters inference.

A. The Architecture of HCNN-E

The architecture of HCNN-E is illustrated in Figure 1. The
model contains: (1) word embedding layer which initialized
by running word2vec [27]; (2) sentence embedding layer that
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is composed of word embeddings by applying convolutional
neural networks; (3) paragraph embedding layer which is
composed of sentence embeddings and reinforced by enti-
ty embeddings; and (4) entity embedding layer which can
enhance the semantic representation of paragraph. In what
follows, we describe these components in detail.

1) Word embedding layer: In this paper, we initialize the
word embeddings with word2vec [27] and the dataset for
initializing word embeddings also contains the training text
in our experiment. Out-of-vocabulary words from the test set
are initialized randomly. The model we use to train word
embedding is the hierarchical skipgram model setting with
a window size of five words, and the dimension of word
embedding is d. Hence, we define X ∈ R

|V |×d as the set
of word embeddings and the size of vocabulary is |V |.

2) Modeling sentence embedding: Let xi ∈ R
d be the d-

dimensional word vector corresponding to the i-th word in
the sentence. Hence, a sentence of length n is represented
by a matrix: s = (x1;x2; ...;xn). Accordingly, si:i+hs−1 =
(xi;xi+1; ...;xi+hs−1) refer to hs continuous words, which
begins with the i-th word in sentence s. Given a filter W (1) ∈
R

hs , we produce feature representation of hs continuous words
in sentence s by:

s(i) = f(W (1) · si:i+hs−1 + b(1)), (2)

where b(1) ∈ R
d is a bias term, f is an activation function and

s(i) ∈ R
d refers to sentence’s features produced by words:

{xi, xi+1...xi+hs−1} . Hence, the all convolutional features
of sentence are represented as: s = (s(1), s(2), ...s(n−hs+1)).
Then, we apply average pooling operation [28], [29] over the
convolutional features and take the mean value as the latent
features of the sentence. Namely:

s̄ =
1

n− hs + 1

n−hs+1∑

i=1

s(i). (3)

A filter W
(1)
i generate a d-dimensional feature vector s̄i.

If we use k filters, the feature vector of sentence is represent
as s = (s̄1, s̄2, ...s̄k). Therefore, the dimension of sentence
embedding is d · k, where k is the number of filters we apply.

There are two “channels” after sentence embedding layer,
one is to the labels of entities, the other is to produce paragraph
embedding. The channel of entity labels is to reinforce the
semantic representation of sentence. It is a soft-max layer [30]
with dropout [31], which is defined as:

ys = W (2) · (s ◦ r) + b(2), (4)

psi =
exp(ysi)

m∑
j=1

exp(ysj)
, (5)

where W (2) ∈ R
m×d·k is the weights between sentence

embedding layer and the layer of entity labels, m is the
total number of entities, symbol ◦ denotes the element-wise
multiplication operator and r ∈ R

d·k is a binary mask vector
drawn from Bernoulli with probability ρ. Dropout guards
against overfitting, which makes the model more robust. In
Formula 5, psi means the probability that the sentence de-
scribes entity i. The other channel of paragraph will be detailed
in section III-A3.
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Fig. 1. The Architecture of HCNN-E

3) Modeling paragraph embedding and entity embedding:
After the sentence-level embedding is produced by the av-
erage pooling operation, we further combine the sentence
embeddings into paragraph embedding by considering the
ordinal information of sentences and the information of entity
embeddings.

In order to consider the ordinal information of sentences,
we still adopt the operation of sliding window based feature ex-
traction. It is designed to capture the sentence-n-gram contex-
tual features. Let si ∈ R

d·k be the d · k dimensional sentence
vector corresponding to the i-th sentence in the paragraph.
Likewise, a paragraph text of length l is represented by a matrix
t = (s1; s2; ...; sl) and ti:i+ht−1 = (si; si+1; ...; si+ht−1)
refer to ht continuous sentences in paragraph t. We apply the
operation of convolution to produce a feature representation of
ht continuous sentences in paragraph t as follows:

t(i) = f(W (3) · ti:i+ht−1 + b(3)), (6)

where W (3) ∈ R
ht is the filter applied in sentences embedding.

Hence, t(i) capture the contextual information from sentences i
to i+ht−1. In order to fix the length of paragraph embedding
and composite sliding information, we also apply average
pooling operation over t(i), which defined as

t̄ =
1

l − ht + 1

l−ht+1∑

i=1

t(i). (7)

For the sake of further enhancing semantic representation
of paragraph, we add an pair-wise layer after layer t̄ by taking
advantage of entity embeddings. The parewise layer is defined
as:

z = W (4) · t̄, (8)

sim(z, E) = {z · e1, z · e2, ...z · em}, (9)

where W (4) ∈ R
d×d·k is the weights between layer t̄ and

entity embeddings layer. E = {e1, e2, ...em} is the entity
embedding set, which are also initialized by using word2vec,
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the same as word embeddings. The operation of z · e refers
the similarity between paragraph embedding z and entity
embedding e. We expect to learn a high similarity between
paragraph embedding and its related entity, and a low similarity
between irrelevant paragraph and entity. Hence, the objective
function for parewise layer is contrastive max-margin which
will be detailed in section III-B.

The pair-wise layer is to enhance paragraph and entity
embeddings. The output layer of paragraph is also soft-max,
the same as sentence level, which is represented as:

y = W (5) · (z ◦ r) + b(5), (10)

pi =
exp(yi)

m∑
j=1

exp(yj)
. (11)

B. Objective Function and Training

Different from classical CNNs, the objective function of
HCNN-E consists of two level: objective function of sentence-
level named as Ls and paragraph-level objective function Lp.
Meanwhile, the objective function of paragraph-level contains
two parts: one is the contrastive max-margin objective function
Lp1 on parewise layer, and the other is cross entropy objective
function Lp2 on soft-max layer of paragraph.

Sentence-level objective function Ls. The goal in this paper
is focus on paragraph semantic composition, which is based
on sentence embeddings. Hence, we also need to reinforce
the semantic embeddings of sentences. The sentences in a
paragraph always share the same topic of the paragraph.
Thus we treat paragraph’s label as the sentences’. We add a
soft-max layer after layer of sentence embedding shown in
Formula 4 and 5. The objective function of sentence-level is
to minimise the cross entropy errors of the predicted entity
label distribution and the actual distribution, which defined as:

Ls = −
|Ds|∑

i=1

−log(P (ps(i)r |s(i),W (2), b2)), (12)

where |Ds| is the sentences number in dataset set D and ps
(i)
r

is the correct class of sentence i.

Objective function of paragraph-level Lp. After paragraph
embedding layer, there also exists two “channels”, one is
parewise layer, the other is soft-max layer of paragraph.

In order to enhance semantic representation of paragraph
and entities, we use a contrastive max-margin objective func-
tion to learn a high similarity between paragraph embedding
and its related entity, and a low similarity between irrelevant
paragraph and entity. The objective function in parewise layer
is:

Lp1 =

|D|∑

i=1

∑

ej∈E(ej �=er)

max(0,

1− sim(z(i), e(i)r ) + sim(z(i), e
(i)
j )),

(13)

where er is the relevant entity of given paragraph z.

The output of the network is the probability distribution of
paragraph over entity set, which is a soft-max layer. And the

objective function of the output layer is also the cross entropy
errors:

Lp2 = −
|D|∑

i=1

−log(P (p(i)r |z(i),W (4), b4)), (14)

where p
(i)
r is the correct class of paragraph i.

Therefore, objective function of paragraph level can be
represented as:

Lp = α · Lp1 + (1− α) · Lp2, (15)

where α is a weighting factor to balance the influence of Lp1

and Lp2, and it is also a parameter of the model which need
to be trained.

Accordingly, the final objective function of the model is:

L = Ls + Lp. (16)

Training The parameters of the model to be trained are

concluded as: Θ = {X,W
(1)
i , b

(1)
i ,W (2), b(2), α,W (3), b(3),

W (4), b(5),W (5), E}. The training target of the network is to
minimise the objective function L with respect to parameters
Θ. We use stochastic gradient descent [32] to optimize the
training target. Gradients are backpropagated only through the
unmasked units in these layers with dropout. Besides, the
learned weight parameters in these dropout layer need to be
scaled by ρ such that W (2) = ρ·W (2) and W (5) = ρ·W (5). The
hyper-parameter ρ is dropout rate which has been described in
section III-A2.

C. Inference

At test time, when given a paragraph, we firstly compute
the sentence embeddings s based on Formula 2 and 3. Sec-
ondly, we apply the operation of Formula 6, 7 and 8 to get
paragraph embedding z based on the sentence embeddings.
At last, we compute the paragraph’s probability distribution
over entity set based on Formula 17 and 11, and choose the
entity with maximum probability as the predict result. Similar
with Formula 10, the Formula 17 is defined as follows without
dropout:

y = W (5) · z + b(5). (17)

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this paper, the task is to identify the entity when given
a descriptive paragraph and an entities set. To demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed method, we compare the
performance of HCNN-E against multiple strong baselines on
two public datasets.

A. Datasets

All methods are performed on two public datasets,1 created
by iyyer [4] based on quiz bowl resources. Specially, the
datasets, used in this paper, are the released ones, which are
little different from the datasets reported in [4]. One of the
datasets is about the historical knowledge, the other is about
the knowledge of literature. The descriptive paragraph of the
datasets consist of four to eight sentences and each paragraph

1http://cs.umd.edu/ miyyer/qblearn/
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corresponds to only one entity. Each sentence in the description
data is guaranteed to contain clues that identify its entity. We
do not remove any stop words or symbols in the text and the
sizes of train/test/dev are also the same as it was released. The
statistics of these datasets are shown in Table II.

TABLE II. STATISTICS OF THE DATASETS PROVIDED BY IYYER.
TRAIN/TEST/DEV: THE SIZE OF TRAIN/DEV/TEST SET. |E|: THE SIZE OF

ENTITY SET.

Dataset Type Train/Test/Dev |E|
History

sentence 6770/897/472
409

paragraph 1422/192/90

Literature
sentence 8502/1415/650

445
paragraph 1794/310/143

B. Baselines

The baselines are widely used on these two datasets. They
can be roughly divided into two categories: models based on
bag of words, methods based on word embeddings.

BoW-LR: The baseline mainly use logistic regression (LR)
algorithms with unigram and bigrams as features. This simple
discriminative model is an improvement over the generative
quiz bowl answering model of [5].

BoW-DT-LR: Different from the baseline of BoW-LR, BoW-
DT-LR considers not only the features of unigram and bigrams
but also dependency relation. Besides, the method is also
treated as an effective baseline in [4].

BTW-LR: Biterm topic model (BTM) [33] is a novel proba-
bilistic topic model for short texts. The quiz bowl question is a
short text, so BTM is more suitable than LDA for the problem.
We use BTM to extract question features, then apply logistic
regression (LR) algorithms to find the right answer.

Average-Embedding-LR: This baseline uses the weighted
average of the word embeddings and subsequently applies a
logistic regression (LR) algorithms. The weight of each word
is its tf-idf value. [24][34] also used this strategy as an baseline
for document classification.

DT-RNN: Iyyer et al. [4] use a Dependency-Tree RNN model
to compose sentence semantic representation based on word
embeddings, then average the representations of sentences as
the paragraph’s representation.

CNN-1: We also select a convolutional neural network [13]
for comparison. CNN-1 improves upon the state of the art on 4
out of 7 tasks, which include sentiment analysis and question
classification.

C. Metric

The task in this paper is to identify the entity when given a
descriptive paragraph, and the paragraph corresponds to only
one unique entity. Hence, we use accuracy as our metric to
evaluate the performances of the methods. We run 50 times for
each model and get the average accuracy as the final results.
Besides, we also compute the standard deviation of the results
to reflect the stability of models.

TABLE III. HYPER PARAMETERS OF OUR MODELS. ρ IS DROPOUT

RATE, hs IS THE SIZE OF WORDS’ WINDOW, ht IS THE SIZE OF

SENTENCES’ WINDOW, d IS THE SIZE OF WORD EMBEDDING AND k IS THE

FILTER NUMBER USED IN WORD CONVOLUTION LAYER.

Dataset ρ hs ht d k
History 0.5 3 6 100 1

Literature 0.5 3 8 100 1

D. Hyper Parameters Setting

The hyper parameters used in this experiments are summa-
rized in Table III.

Both history and literature share the same hyper param-
eters except ht. Because the datasets have the property that
sentences in a paragraph are connected very tightly and the
experimental results show that when the size of ht equals
the length of paragraph, the predict result is best. Different
paragraphs have different length, the best windows size is
always the maximum length of paragraphs in the dataset.
Therefore, the value of ht can exceed the average length of
paragraphs in datasets and the length of paragraph are different
in these two datasets, so it is not suitable to share same hyper
parameter of ht for these two datasets.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Comparison with Baselines

In this section, we compare HCNN-E with baseline meth-
ods, which are widely applied on these two datasets. Table IV
summarizes the results of various models over the two datasets.

TABLE IV. THE ACCURACY OF VARIOUS MODELS ON TWO PUBLIC

DATASETS. WE RUN 50 TIMES FOR EACH MODEL AND GET THE AVERAGE

ACCURACY AS THE FINAL RESULTS. THE TOP PART IS THE BASELINES OF

BAG-OF-WORDS MODELS. THE MIDDLE PART IS THE BASELINES OF

EMBEDDING-BASED MODELS. THE BOTTOM PART IS THE RESULT OF OUR

MODEL.

Methods History(%) Literature(%)

BoW-LR 65.10± 0.01 61.17± 0.05
BoW-DT-LR 68.23± 0.03 63.43± 0.07
BTW-LR 59.22± 0.03 57.30± 0.02
Average-Embedding-LR 28.64± 0.01 46.92± 0.02
DT-RNN 59.38± 1.01 54.69± 1.04
CNN-1 77.01± 3.92 74.50± 10.3
HCNN-E 89.41 ± 1.05 91.26 ± 0.50

Comparison with BoW-based methods When comparing
with BoW-based methods, HCNN-E achieves a +20% im-
provement over these BoW-based models. Since the descriptive
paragraphs may not contain the entities they mention and it
requires inference and consideration of background knowledge
to analyze the paragraphs. Besides, BoW-based models surfer
from the data sparsity problem. Therefore, HCNN-E can
perform better than BoWs.

Comparison with embedding based approaches The
Average-Embedding-LR method is heavily dependent on the
quality of word embeddings and it also surfers from the
data sparsity problem, so this simple manner of averaging
embeddings achieves pool results.

We also compare HCNN-E with well-used deep learning
models based on embeddings: RNN and CNN. The experimen-
tal results also show that the proposed method outperforms
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these neural network approaches. The DT-RNN [4] applies
the parser tool to construct a tree-structure of sentence which
can affect the performance. Besides, it divides the task into
two independent steps which may also hurt the final result.
The CNN-1 [13] model just treats the task as classification
problem, and it neglects the information of entity embeddings.
Expecially, both methods do not consider the ordinal informa-
tion of sentences when composite paragraph embedding.

B. Analysis

In order to analyze the impact factors of entity embeddings
and sentences’ ordinal information, which are considered in
HCNN-E. We compare HCNN-E with two variations: CNN-2
and HCNN and the performance of the model variations are
shown in Table V.

CNN-2 is the convolutional neural network, used in this
paper, to produce sentence’s embedding. Different from CNN-
1 [13], CNN-2 applies one-dimensional convolution and
average pooling. When compared with HCNN-E, CNN-2 does
not consider the information of sentence order and entity
embeddings.

HCNN is a hierarchical convolutional neural network to
produce paragraph’s embedding, which considers the infor-
mation of sentences’ order. But it does not take advantage
of entities’ embedding information, when comparing with
HCNN-E.

TABLE V. THE ACCURACY OF MODEL VARIATIONS ON TWO PUBLIC

DATASETS.

Methods History(%) Literature(%)

CNN-2 78.17± 3.92 75.61± 5.22
HCNN 83.35± 0.81 89.41± 0.49
HCNN-E 89.41 ± 1.05 91.26 ± 0.50

The effect of sentences’ ordinal information When compar-
ing CNN-2 with HCNN, we observe that the model considering
sentences’ ordinal information achieves much improvement
against this without considering the information. When testing
on the dataset of literature, HCNN is about +10% higher than
CNN-2. The improvement is also large when testing on the
dataset of history by considering ordinal information. The re-
sults prove the effectiveness of sentences’ ordinal information.

The effect of entity embeddings In order to illustrate the
effect of entity embeddings, we compare HCNN-E with HCNN
without considering entity embeddings. The results show that
HCNN-E can achieve a +6% improvement compared with
HCNN on the dataset of history and a +2% on the dataset
of literature. The results indicate the importance of entity
embeddings.

Besides, the standard deviation of HCNN and HCNN-E are
smaller than CNN-2, which just averages the representations
of sentences in the paragraph. It also shows the stabilize of
hierarchical convolutional neural network when composing
paragraph’s embedding.

C. Parameter Sensitivity

Convolution based models use a fixed window of words
as contextual information. The performance of these models
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Fig. 2. The effect of words window size. We change the words window size
hs of HCNN-E from 2 to 8, and the curves of accuracy almost share the same
shape on these two datasets.

are affected by the size of words’ window. In order to analyze
the influence of contextual information, we consider words’
window sizes hs from 2 to 8. The results on two datasets
are shown in Figure 2. The accuracy firstly improves with the
increasing of the window size, then achieves the peak when
size is 3, after that it begins to decrease. There are many phases
in the paragraphes, and the average size of phrases is between
2 and 3. Hence, when the window size is 2 or 3, the model
can achieve a higher accuracy. When the windows size is larger
than phrase’s size, it can break the structure of phrase, which
is bad for the final results. Therefore, the curve of accuracy
become to come down after reaching the peak value.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we focus on the task of quiz bowl question
answering, which can be seen as linking textual description
to answer entity automatically. In order to settle the problem,
we proposed a model, called HCNN-E, which takes ordinal
information of sentences in paragraph and information of
entity embeddings into consideration. We compare the model
with multiple approaches on two public datasets, and the
experimental results show the stability and effectiveness of
our propose method. We also analyze the influence of entity
embeddings and sentences’ ordinal information. The results
show that these factors considered in the model are effective
for the task.

In this paper, the datasets we used are released by Iyyer
[4], which are little different from the datasets reported in [4].
Although it can meet the requirement of quiz bowl question
answering, it has the shortage of scale-limited. Besides, exist
methods for quiz bowl question answering can not well solve
the problem that the answer entity is not appear in train dataset.
In the future, we plan to experiment in larger datasets and we
also expect to design a algorithm to deal with the problem of
unknown answer entity.
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